
-The breeding ways of laying hens.

-Eating eggs is healthy.

-Debunking the cholesterol myth.

SECOND  SE S S I ON
-The egg has many functionalities.

-To show that there is innovation

in the food field.

-THIRD  SE S S I ON
-To advice on good hygiene practices

in the kitchen.

-Salmonella as a major pathogen 

in egg. 

The fact of having done my final degree project

as an ApS has kept me motivated all along the

course. For me, it has been a great learning in two

main ways, in an academic one but also in a

personal one. It has enriched me .

This experience has made me realize how much

I like scientific communication and that I want to

devote myself  to it.

 

-To promote the students' curiosity and

 interest on studying. 

-To make an effort to be understood by the students.

-To identify the key points of my project that I want the

students to learn. 

-To learn to edit a wikipedia's page.
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It is certain that some groups of our population

find theirselves in unfavorable conditions due to

lack of social and economic resources. 

Consequently, it is important to enhance the

willingness to learn of the students in order to

have a better future.

The APS project aims to promote the motivation

of the students in their studies.

 

The concepts that I want the

students to learn are the ones

related to the breeding way of

laying hens, the nutritional and

culinary role of eggs and advice for

their safe consumption. 
 

As my project was supposed to

have an informative nature, I

came up with the idea of sharing

it too in the wikipedia's egg page

in aim of letting more people

access to the knowledge I learnt

during all this journey.
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